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aa84b0f1cdf9b81fdf9470e01ecf8c898318f72 | Mitt Romney lost big on Tuesday to President

Barack Obama and won big on Wednesday. In between, he accused Obama of trying to rig
Tuesday's election by restricting voter access to the polls in states where the president is
strong. There's really no evidence for this. And in the first debate, Romney said, "I am

confident we're going to win Virginia and Pennsylvania and North Carolina and Florida and
other states." And it's not likely that Obama won by limiting access in those states. From the
U.S. Election Assistance Commission: Obama's win in Nevada by almost 8 points was, as I

noted, his sixth state with a Democratic voter registration advantage of at least 5 points.
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(Obama also won Minnesota by 6, Hawaii by 6, Vermont by 3, Maine by 5, Oregon by 2,
Washington, D.C. by 10 and Montana by 13.) These six states had 81 percent of all those
newly registered voters in 2008. (The nine other states that Obama won last time with a

registration advantage of at least 5 points had smaller voting population in 2008.) Obama's win
in Virginia is questionable. New registrations swelled the Democratic registration advantage by

1.4 points. Democratic registrations were up 9 percent. But in the past year, registrations in
Virginia were up 9.4 percent. Obama's win in Wisconsin, by 23 points, was even more

impressive. This election was not about voter fraud. It was not about illegal immigrants voting.
It was not about voters being too lazy to get off their couches to get to the polls. It was not

about Republicans being too paranoid to be happy they won the last two presidential elections.
It was about turnout. And turnout was up. And turnout was up more
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HD Online Player (Lv5edlx Video Editor Usb Deluxe driver) Â· HD Online Player (Lv5edlx
Video Editor Usb Deluxe driver) Â· Tv Streaming Device. Billijo - to discuss and share ideas

about new and interesting projects. Tags: Added LoDash: Lo-Dash is a utility belt for
ECMAScript 5 programmers. It provides utility methods NOT in the ECMAScript standard,
and it provides a set of utility data structures. The top of the page has the list of tags that we

have. "Tagging" a post is not required for it to be seen.Q: Using awk to output array one line at
a time I have a small test file, called testfile: $ cat testfile 2013-04-11-09.01.36.jpg

2013-04-11-09.01.38.jpg 2013-04-11-09.01.39.jpg 2013-04-11-09.01.40.jpg
2013-04-11-09.02.00.jpg 2013-04-11-09.02.01.jpg I would like to use a script called awk to

convert it into a new file called testarray. First, I want to convert each line into an array
containing the day of the month, month, time, and filename. I have tried many ways to do this,
but I keep getting errors due to commas/overlapping fields. For example, the following fails:
#!/bin/bash # Create testarray awk '{print $1,$2,$3,$4,$5}' testfile > testarray For this, I get

the following error message: awk: unexpected character '}' at:
/Users/nickfaulkner/IdeaProjects/ITC_Ops/awk.sh line 10. I also tried this: awk '{print
$1,$2,$3,$4,$5}' testfile > testarray I get this error message: awk: invalid field separator

Which I expect, since I have not defined a field separator. If I could get this to work, then I
could simply change the values in the array and then output 3e33713323
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